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Abstract

According to Health Canada, dental and medical radiography accounts for more than 90% of total man-made radiation dose to the general population. Ensuring patients receive the health benefits of diagnostic x-ray imaging without use of higher radiation exposures requires knowledge and understanding of the detective quantum efficiency (DQE). Currently, the DQE is not measured in clinics because it requires specialized instrumentation and specific DQE-expertise to perform an accurate analysis. In this regard, the goals of this thesis were to: 1) address the limitations of measuring the DQE in clinical environments that affects the accuracy of the measurement; 2) develop and validate an automated method of measuring the DQE that is compliant with current regulatory standards to relieve experimental burden on the end-user. It is shown that the DQE can be measured with confidence using the automated method despite the limitations present in clinical environments. This work provides the opportunity for the clinical end-user who may not be familiar with the DQE-measurement process to accurately measure the DQE of clinical x-ray detectors, and provides the opportunity for the DQE to be a primary metric for quality assurance and control practices in the clinical environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Beginnings of X-Ray Imaging

X-rays were first discovered in 1895 by Wilhelm Roentgen. In 1896, he published his discovery and showed it was possible to obtain a radiographic image of a human hand. Before 1912, x-rays were seldom used in medical applications because x-ray tubes malfunctioned when using high voltages to produce x-rays with sufficient penetrating power to acquire a radiograph. This limitation was resolved in 1913 when the Coolidge tube was developed by William Coolidge that allowed for use of x-rays more readily in clinical settings (Fig. 1.1.1). Use of x-rays for medical imaging purposes exposes the patient to radiation to acquire a diagnostic image. According to Health Canada, dental and medical radiography is the largest contributor of man-made radiation exposure to the population, accounting for more than 90% of total man-made radiation dose to the general population. In 2007, it was estimated that two-dimensional (2D) x-ray imaging constitutes 65% of all medical imaging procedures performed in Canada. X-ray imaging has established its role as the primary medium for evaluating and confirming patient condition for most diagnostic imaging procedures, ranging from urgent trauma cases to longitudinal screening for breast
X-ray production requires an x-ray tube made up of a negatively charged cathode and a positively charged anode. The cathode filament and target anode are typically made of a tungsten or molybdenum alloy because of their inherent capacity to tolerate high temperatures. This is necessary because the cathode filament is heated substantially to generate and emit a high-energy electron beam towards the anode. The acceleration of the electron beam is primarily due to thermionic emission and the high potential difference between the cathode and anode. Bending and deceleration of the electron beam because of the positively charged nucleus of a tungsten or molybdenum atom in the target anode generates the x-ray beam. As the electron beam decelerates and bends towards the nucleus, it continuously loses some of its kinetic energy that is subsequently converted to a continuum of x-rays of different energies known as Bremsstrahlung radiation (Fig. 1.1.2). Bremsstrahlung or “braking radiation” is the primary process for x-ray production that makes up the majority of the x-ray spectrum. X-ray photons that make up the lesser portion of the x-ray spectrum are known as characteristic radiation (Fig. 1.1.2).
Characteristic radiation emissions are the result of an ionization process that occurs when the incident electron beam expels an inner shell electron having a binding energy equivalent to or less than the energy of the incident electron beam. The components that control the shape of the x-ray spectrum include: 1) kilovoltage (kV); 2) milliamperes (mA); and 3) time (s). The kV is the x-ray tube potential that accelerates the electron beam from the cathode to the target anode that determines the penetrability of the x-ray beam. The mA is related to the current used to generate the electron beam that determines the number of x-ray photons in the x-ray beam. The x-ray spectrum can be described by identifying the number of x-ray photons per unit area as a function of x-ray photon energy (Fig. 1.1.3). These parameters that dictate the resulting x-ray spectrum are used to control the x-ray exposures used on patients to generate a radiographic image.
1.1.2 Diagnostic X-Ray Imaging

Clinical applications of x-rays for diagnostic purposes are known as diagnostic x-ray imaging. It involves positioning a patient in between the x-ray tube and the detector to acquire a radiographic image of the anatomy of interest (Fig 1.1.4).

![Diagram of diagnostic x-ray imaging set-up](image)

Figure 1.1.4: Illustration of diagnostic x-ray imaging set-up in a clinical environment.

Diagnostic x-ray images of a patient are typically performed to evaluate underlying pathological conditions that are not readily discernible through immediate physical examination, or to confirm an initial differential diagnosis. There are a number of diagnostic x-ray imaging modalities used in the clinical environment that include: 1) two-dimensional (2D) radiography; 2) two-dimensional (2D) mammography; 3) fluoroscopy; and 4) computed tomography (CT). Each modality provides different information about patient anatomy and physiology that adds to the physician’s comprehensive list of medical information for diagnosis. Radiography provides immediate anatomical information about bone and soft tissue features (Fig 1.1.5). Mammograms provide high resolution images of breast tissue (Fig. 1.1.5). Fluoroscopy allows for real-time x-ray imaging for functional and physiological studies (Fig. 1.1.5). CT provides 3D reconstructions of structural anatomy that can be used concomittantly with contrast agents for functional and physiological evaluation (Fig. 1.1.5). The prescrip-
tion of an x-ray exam is based on clinical evaluation of the patient with the purpose of obtaining diagnostic information. However, exposure to x-rays in clinical imaging poses a small risk to the patient in developing new cancers. Therefore, the need for an x-ray exam must always be justified by ensuring the benefits always outweighs the risks associated with the procedure. In medical x-ray imaging, this is called the as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) principle. It is considered to be an integral part of delivering standard patient care.

Figure 1.1.5: Radiographic image of the hand (left). Mammography image of the breast (top middle). CT image of the thoracic area (bottom middle). Barium swallow study under fluoroscopic image guidance (right). Case courtesy of Mr Andrew Murphy, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 48226. Case courtesy of A.Prof Frank Gaillard, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 12608. Case courtesy of Dr Andrew Dixon, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 36676. Case courtesy of Dr Ian Bickle, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 53859.

1.1.3 Screen-Film Radiography

One of the earlier types of clinical x-ray detectors used to generate a radiographic image used a x-ray screen and film (SF). X-ray films were coupled with an intensifying screen that had a higher absorption efficiency for x-ray photons than the x-ray film itself in order to reduce the number of incident x-rays needed to form an x-ray
image. This is particularly important in diagnostic x-ray imaging because it means the exposure used to acquire a radiographic image of the patient can be reduced. The x-ray photons incident to the intensifying screen are converted to light, and subsequently interact with the x-ray film to generate an invisible or latent image. The x-ray film containing the latent image is subsequently fed to a processor that houses various chemical agents to develop exposed silver halide crystals in order to render the radiographic image. The radiographic image is composed of different gray shades. Darker regions correspond with silver halide crystals being exposed to higher flux and energy light photons from the intensifying screen. Therefore, the entire radiographic image is a gradient of differing levels of darkness or brightness that can be described in terms of optical density. Optical density is a logarithmic function that is defined as:

\[
OD = \log_{10} \frac{I_t}{I_0}
\]

where \(I_t\) is the proportion of transmitted light through an exposed and developed x-ray film relative to the incident number of light quanta \(I_0\). Darker regions in an x-ray film image that correspond with higher exposed crystals will absorb more light when viewed under fluorescent light. The optical density as a function of log exposure gives the characteristic response of the x-ray film also known as the Hurter-Driffield (H&D) curve (Fig. 1.1.6).

The toe of the curve represents exposures that would result in underexposed images, while the shoulder of the curve would result in overexposed images. Any x-ray image acquired using exposures that correspond with the shoulder or toe of the H&D curve hold no diagnostic value because of poor image quality owing to poor image contrast. Poor image quality hinders the ability to identify and diagnose pathologies
Figure 1.1.6: Characteristic response of an x-ray film (H&D curve).

concerning the patient, therefore additional x-ray images will need to be taken resulting in increased patient exposures. The straight-line portion of the H&D curve characterizes the exposure latitude of an x-ray film. It describes the x-ray exposures required for a specific x-ray film that will provide diagnostic quality x-ray images with sufficient image contrast. Therefore, x-ray images must be acquired within the exposure latitude of a given film in order to prevent acquiring low quality images and increasing patient exposures.

Since over- and underexposure of the x-ray film was readily identified by qualitatively evaluating image contrast, SF imaging was a self-regulating method from a patient radiation protection standpoint. X-ray technologists became highly skilled at selecting exposures to acquire high quality diagnostic images that kept patient exposures as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). This is particularly important because there is always an added risk in developing new cancers when using ionizing x-rays as a diagnostic imaging tool. So, why move towards digital x-ray imaging?
1.1.4 Limitations of Screen-Film Radiography

In the 1990s, use of SF systems in mammography was shown to be effective in breast cancer screening when used alongside physical breast examination.\cite{9, 57, 51, 29} However, managing an imaging facility that uses SF methods incurred economically unfavorable costs that include dedicated film storage, purchase of non-reusable x-ray films, film processing chemicals to develop the x-ray image, and the inefficient delivery of confidential patient health information in large facilities.\cite{77, 62, 9}

One of the biggest limitations of SF systems was a limited dynamic range. For SF systems, dynamic range is the ratio of the exposure corresponding with the maximum optical density that is related to the shoulder portion of the H&D curve to the exposure corresponding with the minimum optical density that is related to the toe portion of the H&D curve. Limited dynamic range affects the ability to discern and differentiate normal vs. abnormal breast tissue that is important for early cancer detection.\cite{13, 39, 40, 62}

Furthermore, SF imaging did not allow for optimization of individual imaging components composed of the detector, display device and picture archiving communications systems that could aid in improving the contrast in the images. It soon became clear that further improvements in detector technology were needed to improve delineation of fine resolution differences between normal and abnormal breast tissue. In September 1991, the National Cancer Institute arranged a meeting between groups of breast imaging experts to discuss the most beneficial allocation of future research dollars to address conventional mammography limitations.\cite{56, 74}

It was concluded that large investments should be made towards the development of digital mammography. This perhaps contributed to the paradigm shift among the scientific and medical imaging community to improve diagnostic x-ray imaging technology altogether.
1.1.5 Computed Radiography: How it works

Computed Radiography (CR) was the initial method for generating digital x-ray images. It acquires a x-ray image digitally by using phosphor plates that interact with an incident number of x-ray quanta. This results in the excitation of electrons within the phosphor layer (Fig. 1.1.7). The electrons remain in an excited state until the plate is processed using a digitizer containing a laser that scans through the entire plate to bring the excited electrons back to resting state (Fig. 1.1.7). The energy liberated by the electron when returning to its resting state in the form of optical light is mapped to generate a digital x-ray image that is ultimately displayed on a monitor screen. The digital format when using CR plates for x-ray imaging opened new avenues for bettering diagnostic x-ray imaging. It provided a way to post-process the x-ray images as an additional aid to improve image readability. Digitization of the CR plate also allows for use of a wider range of exposures relative to film without sacrificing the diagnostic quality of the image. Earlier investigations regarding exposure reduction to patients when using CR relative to SF revealed much controversy, with some studies suggesting the performance of CR was either comparable to film or showed minimal effects or close to no effects in improvement of cancer detection and reducing patients exposures.\textsuperscript{85;70;47;65;41} With progress being made in CR technology,\textsuperscript{43;17} the imaging community continued to improve detector technology to reduce patient exposures.

1.1.6 Transition to Computed Radiography

The transition between SF to CR did not follow a smooth path. In 1996, the FDA published the “Information for Manufacturers Seeking Marketing Clearance of Digital Mammography Systems” document outlining the requirements needed to acquire a pre-market approval (PMA) or 510(k) clearance that expedites the regulatory process of moving new digital mammography systems to clinical trials and the market.\textsuperscript{56} To acquire a PMA or 510(k) clearance, manufacturers must show that the interpretations
Figure 1.1.7: Illustration of an electron excited to a metastable state by an incident x-ray photon (left). A laser restoring the excited electron back to its resting state to liberate visible light (right).

of x-ray images acquired using their digital systems agreed with existing SF images. Unfortunately, this initial guideline was found to be flawed and unreasonable due to issues with inter- and intrareader variability, differences in breast positioning, and breast compression that made it almost impossible for manufacturers to satisfy. Following the amendment of this document, the Digital Mammographic Imaging Screening Trials (DMIST) conducted clinical trials to compare the diagnostic accuracy of SF with CR for breast cancers. The study enrolled over 40,000 patients in the US and Canada who underwent breast imaging using both SF and CR. The results from the study was reported in 2005 suggesting that the diagnostic accuracy of CR and SF mammography were similar. However, the accuracy of CR was significantly higher than film among women under the age of 50, with women with heterogeneously dense or extremely dense breasts, and premenopausal or perimenopausal women\textsuperscript{55}. Knowing that the diagnostic accuracy of CR and SF are comparable gave confidence to both the scientific and clinical imaging community to invest crucial time and dollars to further improve digital x-ray imaging.\textsuperscript{49,4} Advances in detector designs also contributed to the birth of a new era in digital radiography with the development of flat panel detectors that no longer required the intermediate step of processing a phosphor plate before seeing the digital image.\textsuperscript{44}
1.1.7 Digital Radiography: Flat Panel Detectors

The two types of flat panel digital radiography (DR) detectors follow an indirect and direct conversion of x-ray photon energy to electronic signal. Indirect DR detectors make use of a scintillator to convert incident x-ray photons to light, which are subsequently converted to an electronic signal (Fig. 1.1.8). Direct DR detectors make use of a photo-conductor material that absorbs the incident x-ray photons to ionize atoms in the photoconductor layer generating electron-hole pairs (Fig. 1.1.8). The migration of charges to opposite ends of the photoconductor layer leads to immediate conversion of x-ray photon energy to electronic signal. Unlike CR, DR technology allows for almost instantaneous image acquisition and display while retaining the advantages of acquiring diagnostic x-ray images over a broad exposure range.

Investigators have suggested the coexistence of both CR and DR detectors due to improvements in CR technology. However, advantages offered by DR extends beyond the convenience of instantaneous image acquisition and display. Reports have suggested that DR is superior to both CR and SF for dose reduction while maintaining high image quality. Despite the potential for reducing patient exposures in CR and DR, a slight drift in increased patient exposures over time, also known as exposure creep, was observed upon adoption of either technology. This is owed to the fact that brightness and contrast of x-ray images acquired using CR and DR.
detectors are less readily recognizable. This is made possible by the inherently wider exposure latitude offered by CR and DR detectors relative to SF detectors that make them more tolerable to over- and undexposures. Therefore, there is an increased risk in patients receiving higher exposures for every x-ray imaging procedure.

1.1.8 Exposure Creep

Radiation exposure to patients is often determined by use of technique charts that specify the optimal kV and mAs settings for a given x-ray procedure. While these technique charts serve as a guide to the technologist, they may be set differently between system to system. Therefore, exposures used for a given x-ray procedure can vary depending on the technologist and the x-ray system used. Erring on the side of higher exposure techniques can compensate for low performing systems. The gradual increase of exposure used over time is known as exposure creep. Exposure creep happens because over- and underexposure to the patient can no longer be readily distinguished qualitatively by evaluating the brightness and contrast of the x-ray image (Fig. 1.1.10). Many studies have raised this issue in order to bring awareness to all healthcare professionals of its existence for proactive actions to take place.\textsuperscript{47,78,23,25,46} Exposure creep has been reported to be most acute in portable examinations, where x-ray procedural set-up is set manually by the technologist.\textsuperscript{85,78} A study showed a 20% increase in over exposures in the intensive and critical care unit for chest x-ray imaging procedures over the course of 2 years (Fig. 1.1.9).\textsuperscript{32} As a result, the patient is left vulnerable to being exposed to high radiation. The medical imaging community has addressed the significance of exposure creep by informing professionals involved with maintenance and use of x-ray imaging systems on how to mitigate and minimize the incidence of exposure creep.\textsuperscript{24,25,15,46}
Figure 1.1.9: Illustration of radiographs taken from patients in the intensive care and critical care unit over 2 years. Adapted from Gibson DJ, Aca. Rad. (2012).  

![Graph showing number of X-rays performed over time.]

Figure 1.1.10: The top row illustrates simulated chest x-ray images that are underexposed (left), optimally exposed (middle), and overexposed (right) to describe a detector with a narrow exposure latitude. The bottom row illustrates simulated chest x-ray images that are underexposed (left), optimally exposed (middle), and overexposed (right) to the same degree as the top row to describe a detector with a wide exposure latitude. Over- and underexposed radiographs are more readily discernable when using detectors with a narrow exposure latitude. Case courtesy of Dr Usman Bashir, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 18394
1.1.9 Patient Radiation Protection Initiatives

Radiation protection initiatives have been formed to improve and identify issues regarding current standard of care practices to ensure safe and effective clinical x-ray imaging. Initiatives like the Image Gently alliance was first formed in late 2006 to safeguard pediatric patients from unnecessary exposure to radiation due to x-ray imaging, and raise awareness in the imaging community to optimize pediatric imaging.\textsuperscript{50;35;24;23;34;33} The Image Wisely campaign was formed with the objective of lowering exposures used in medical imaging studies for the adult population.\textsuperscript{8;7;61;86} Efforts from both alliances are supported by many reputable medical imaging organizations around the world like, the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA), American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), European Society of Paediatric Radiology (ESPR), and Asian-Oceanic Society for Paediatric Radiology (AOSPR). These organizations are involved in improvement of imaging technology and their use in clinics. They also address current issues regarding effective use of radiation for the purposes of medical imaging, and act on how to minimize exposures. For example, the AAPM Task Group 116 has reported and recommended use of the exposure index as a helpful marker for estimating radiation exposures used on patients for specific x-ray imaging procedures.\textsuperscript{73}

1.1.10 Exposure Index

The exposure index (EI) provides information to the user whether sufficient exposure has reached the detector, thereby suggesting a diagnostic quality x-ray image has been acquired. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 62494-1 document provides specific definitions and requirements for the EI of images acquired using digital radiographic systems for CR and flat panel DR systems. The AAPM Task Group 116 made recommendations for all digital detectors to provide an indicator for the x-ray beam air KERMA (kinetic energy released per unit mass) $K_{IND}$ incident
on the digital detector used to create the radiographic image.\textsuperscript{73} This measurement indicates the quantity of radiation that was incident on the detector for each exposure. It is compared to a target equivalent air KERMA $K_{TGT}$ that should result from any image when the detector is properly exposed. $K_{TGT}$ is established by the user and/or manufacturer that is stored as a table in the system. The $K_{IND}$ is used to compare with $K_{TGT}$ in the form of a deviation index (DI) to determine whether each exposure was optimal. The DI is defined as:\textsuperscript{73}

$$
DI = 10 \log_{10} \frac{K_{IND}}{K_{TGT}}. \quad (1.1.2)
$$

Since $K_{IND}$ is dependent on the for-processing pixel values of each detector system and $K_{TGT}$ is set uniquely by each manufacturer, users are left with multiple metrics that are defined differently to determine whether or not optimal exposures are being used for each procedure (Fig. 1.1.11). Furthermore, some studies have come to question whether manufacturers settings for EIs are too high, and the reliability of using the EI as a feedback mechanism for patient exposures.\textsuperscript{53,80,11} Vast variabilities in the definition of EI compounded with access to detectors with wider exposure latitude heightens the likelihood for exposure creep across different clinical settings. This leaves much room for the acquisition of over- and underexposed images that ultimately results in increased patient radiation exposures.

### 1.2 Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE)

The detective quantum efficiency (DQE) quantitatively describes the dose efficiency of x-ray detectors. It is described as the effective fraction of x-ray quanta contributing to image signal-to-noise (SNR) as a function of spatial frequency while considering additional image noise introduced by the detector.\textsuperscript{71} It is a surrogate measure of the
dose efficiency of the detector. Early stages of the concept were contributed by Albert Rose, who is known for the Rose Model of signal detectability that determines the visibility of an object depending on the object contrast relative to its background and the object size. He was one of the founding fathers of the concept who realized that an ideal detector was limited only by quantum noise. In other words, the detector is only limited by random Poisson-distributed photons. It was when Rodney Shaw and Robert Wagner formulated the concept of the ideal observer performance for the different imaging modalities that the DQE was became used in the field of medical imaging.

The ideal observer performance is related to the detectibility index $d'^2$ defined as:

$$d'^2 = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{NEQ}(u) |\Delta S(u)|^2 \, du.$$  

(1.2.1)

where $\text{NEQ}(u)$ expresses image quality as the number of Poisson-distributed quanta.
that would produce a given SNR given an ideal detector, and $\Delta S(u)$ describes the frequency content of the object relative to a uniform background. The DQE can be determined by taking the ratio of NEQ to the average number of incident quanta per unit area $\bar{q}$, and the detectability index can then be written as:

$$d'^2 = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \bar{q} \text{DQE}(u) |\Delta S(u)|^2 du.$$  \hfill (1.2.2)

Equation 1.2.2 shows that increasing the DQE at frequencies of importance to $\Delta S(u)$ will increase the detectability index which is related to the ability to see objects. Since then, many investigations have used the DQE as a fundamental metric to evaluate x-ray detector dose efficiency.\(^{38;87;65;66;68;48;22;45}\) The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 62220-1 document has been developed as the standard guide for investigators who wish to determine the DQE to ensure accurate results.\(^{91;90;89;88}\) The DQE (Fig. 1.2.1) depends on the average number of incident quanta, detector gain, Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), and Wiener Noise Power Spectrum (NPS) given by\(^{19;21;18}\):

$$\text{DQE}(u) = \frac{\text{NEQ}(u)}{\bar{q}} = \frac{\bar{q} G^2 |\text{MTF}(u)|^2}{\text{NPS}(u)}$$  \hfill (1.2.3)
1.2.1 Linearization of Pixel Gain

The pixel gain (G) is the slope of the detector system’s characteristic response of a given x-ray detector. Since the DQE follows linear systems theory, the system characteristic response must be linear. In other words, pixel gain must be the same across all exposures. If the pixel gain is not linear, the image must be linearized to ensure the DQE is properly calculated. The IEC 62220-1 provides a guide for linearization that involves acquiring images using increasing and incrementally spaced exposures. This gives the system characteristic response across the exposures used by determining the relationship between air KERMA and pixel value. The conversion function is determined by evaluating the system characteristic response using the KERMA vs. pixel value graph (Fig. 1.2.2). The inverse of the conversion function is used for transformation of image data establishing a linear proportionality with respect to exposure.
1.2.2 Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)

The MTF describes the spatial resolution of a x-ray detector. It is determined by measuring the response of a detector to an edge in the image. It can be measured using the wire, slit or slanted edge method.\textsuperscript{67,30,20} The IEC 62220-1 document recommends use of the slanted edge method to determine the MTF (Fig. 1.2.3). Measuring the MTF involves first determining the oversampled edge spread function ESF($x$) (Fig. 1.2.3). Differentiating ESF($x$) gives the system line spread function LSF($x$) (Fig. 1.2.3) that represents the detector impulse response to a line in one-direction given by:

$$LSF(x) = \frac{d}{dx} ESF(x). \quad (1.2.4)$$

Taking the Fourier Transform of LSF($x$) gives the one-dimensional system optical transfer function OTF($u$) defined as:
The one-dimensional pre-sampling MTF is measured by taking the modulus of $\text{OTF}(u)$ normalized to unity at zero-frequency given by:

$$\text{MTF}(u) = \frac{|\text{OTF}(u)|}{\text{OTF}(0)} \quad (1.2.6)$$

The MTF as a function of spatial frequency (Fig. 1.2.3) is a quantitative metric for spatial resolution that describes the ability of the detector system to preserve the contrast in an input signal.

### 1.2.3 Wiener Noise Power Spectrum

The distribution of x-ray quanta incident on an x-ray detector follows Poisson statistics.\textsuperscript{64,63,83,18} In the context of an image, noise is related to the mean-square value of the fluctuation of a signal about its mean value or its variance.\textsuperscript{18} One of the important realizations of Poisson statistics is that the mean number of x-ray quanta is equivalent to its variance. Therefore, image noise can be characterized by the variance of pixel values in the image. The autocovariance function measures image noise that describes whether random changes in the value of the function relative to the mean value correlate with changes from the mean at some distance.\textsuperscript{19,18} The Wiener NPS $W(u)$ (Fig. 1.2.4) is determined by taking the Fourier transform of the autocovariance function $K_f$ according to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem given by:\textsuperscript{10,18}

$$W(u) = \mathcal{F}\{K_f(x)\} = \int K_f(x)e^{-2\pi iux}dx. \quad (1.2.7)$$
Figure 1.2.3: The edge spread function ESF (top right) is determined from the slanted edge image (top left). The MTF (bottom right) is calculated by differentiating the ESF and taking the Fourier Transform of the LSF (bottom left).

Figure 1.2.4: Illustration of the NPS in frequency space (left) and the one-dimensional normalized NPS (NNPS) (right).
1.3 Health Canada and Safety Code 35

Health Canada is responsible for helping Canadians maintain and improve their health, ensure that high-quality health services are accessible, and work to reduce health risks. In the context of diagnostic x-ray imaging, the Safety Code 35 (SC35) document outlines safety procedures for installation, use and control of x-ray equipment in large medical radiological facilities. It outlines the responsibilities of personnel in minimizing radiation exposure to themselves and the patients, facility and equipment requirements, and quality assurance programs that ensures all clinical x-ray systems being used are performing optimally over the course of their lifetime. These measures are in place to ensure patient exposures are kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) without compromising the diagnostic quality of the x-ray image. All provincial and federal regulatory bodies including the Canadian Association of Medical Radiation Technologists (CAMRT), Healing Arts and Radiation Protection (HARP) Act, and the Safety Code 35 consider ALARA as a governing principle that is an integral part of the standard care of practice in medical imaging. This principle is further reinforced by multiple imaging campaigns like Image Wisely and Image Gently that aim to educate and remind clinical radiation workers of low dose x-ray imaging for all patients who need diagnostic x-ray imaging. It is widely understood that there is a delicate balance between image quality and exposure in diagnostic x-ray imaging. While many organizations at the federal and provincial level aim to regulate exposure, little to no attention is diverted to understanding how it may affect image quality (Fig. 1.3.1). The DQE as a function of spatial frequency, where low frequencies correspond with large objects and high spatial frequencies correspond with smaller fine-resolution objects, is a fundamental description of the ability of an x-ray detector to image different object sizes for a given exposure.
1.4 Using DQE in X-ray Imaging

Many investigators have used the DQE as a primary metric for evaluating detector performance.\textsuperscript{38;87;65;66;68;48;22;45} It is particularly used for comparing different types of x-ray detector systems. For example, it has been shown that the DQE for flat panel DR systems are higher than CR systems.\textsuperscript{49;66;68;28} It has been postulated that this is crucial for reduction of patient exposures without compromising image quality.\textsuperscript{10;38;77;5;79;44} This is particularly important for longitudinal mammography breast cancer screening programs because use of higher performing DR systems can promote early breast cancer detection that is associated with improved patient prognosis.\textsuperscript{55;14;58;59;87;42} The DQE clearly has vast implications starting from the research and manufacturer setting for improvement of x-ray detector dose efficiency, all the way to reducing patient exposures in the clinical environment.

Understanding the fundamental limitations of x-ray detectors in terms of their dose efficiency or DQE is lacking in the clinical environment. Unfortunately, a gap
persists in using the DQE in the clinical environment because of limited instrumentation and lack of expertise amongst clinical end users of x-ray systems. Therefore, end users do not have an evidence-based understanding of the fundamental efficiency limits of x-ray detectors, leaving patients vulnerable to being exposed to increased radiation exposures. With evidence showing that newly manufactured x-ray detectors ready for clinical use can vary by a factor of 2x to 10x in the DQE, patients are not receiving the same health benefits of high quality images for a given exposure. Therefore, there is an existing need to measure the DQE in clinical environments to ensure patient safety.

1.5 DQE Measuring Device

The Cunningham lab has developed an automated DQE-testing instrument called the DQEPro that is compliant with current IEC 62220-1 standards. It contains an ion chamber to determine an air KERMA measurement, two slanted-edge devices to measure the MTF in both x and y image dimensions, a 18 x 18 cm open-field area, and a fiducial marker frame to make an estimation of the relative distance from the image plane to the DQEPro to determine image plane exposure used for the DQE calculation. A software analysis tool that is integrated with the DQEPro is used to analyze the image data acquired for each DQE-analysis.

1.6 Research Objectives

Our objective is to identify experimental burdens to the clinical end user when conducting a DQE analysis and ensure they are addressed to prevent DQE measurement errors in the clinical environment. This will be conducted using an automated and IEC-compliant method for measuring the DQE. Ultimately, this will provide clinical end-users with an evidence-based metric to monitor x-ray detector dose efficiency on
a longitudinal basis to ensure detectors are performing optimally for the acquisition of high quality images using low patient exposures.
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Chapter 2

Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) Measurements in a Clinical Setting
2.1 Introduction

X-ray imaging is associated with a known small carcinogenic risk due to the use of ionizing radiation.\textsuperscript{27,7,3} Since image quality in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is related to the Poisson statistics of x-ray generation and detection, there exists a balance between high patient exposures to increase image quality and low exposures to reduce risks.

The ability of a detector to produce high SNR images for a given number of incident x-ray quanta is described by the detective quantum efficiency (DQE) which is the “equivalent” quantum efficiency\textsuperscript{35} expressed as a function of spatial frequency $u$:\textsuperscript{13,11,12}

$$DQE(u) = \frac{\text{NEQ}(u)}{\bar{q}} = \frac{\bar{q}G^2|T(u)|^2}{W(u)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1.1)

$$= \frac{|T(u)|^2}{KQ_oW(u)/d^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1.2)

where $\bar{q}$ [mm\(^{-2}\)] is the number of x-ray quanta per unit area incident on the detector in the image plane given by $\bar{q} = KQ_o$, $K$ [$\mu$Gy] is the corresponding air KERMA, $Q_o$ [mm\(^{-2}\)µGy\(^{-1}\)] is the number of x-ray quanta per unit area per unit KERMA associated with the spectrum, $G$ is the slope of the curve relating detector signal as a linear digital value $\bar{d}$ to $\bar{q}$ given by $G = d\bar{d}/d\bar{q}$, $T(u)$ is the characteristic transfer function normalized to unity at $u = 0$ with the modulation transfer function (MTF) given by $|T(u)|$ and $W(u)$ [mm\(^2\)] is the image Wiener noise power spectrum (NPS). While this expression assumes a single x-ray energy, all quantities are measureable and it is widely accepted as a practical working definition.\textsuperscript{25}

The DQE is widely used as a primary performance metric in detector research, manufacturing and evaluation, and is required by the US FDA for new device applications.\textsuperscript{1} Despite much progress in detector development, many investigations\textsuperscript{31,20,33,39,10,37} show there remains a wide variation in DQE across different x-ray systems, particu-
larly at high spatial frequencies, with the implication being that not all patients are benefiting from the same high-quality images for low exposures.

Average patient exposures are controlled by regulations in most jurisdictions, and initiatives are supported by a number of professional organizations to promote safe imaging practices such as the Image Gently Alliance.\textsuperscript{18,16,15} In addition, manufacturers generally recommend quality assurance tests specific to their equipment to ensure selected specifications are maintained. However, the link between the two, that is achieving the best possible image quality for a given exposure, is not regulated and is surprisingly difficult to quantify and document. The DQE provides this information but DQE tests as described by IEC guidelines\textsuperscript{2,4,5,6,19,29} are not well suited to clinical settings\textsuperscript{19} and only a few leading facilities incorporate DQE testing into their quality assurance programs.\textsuperscript{19,21,22,23,24} DQE information, if available, could be used effectively in a number of ways. For example, systems with the highest DQE might be preferred for pediatric imaging to minimize patient exposures. In addition, records of DQE results may help anticipate failing equipment and provide evidence-based decision making to maximize equipment lifetime and optimize replacement strategies.

Clinical end users operating x-ray systems are radiologic technologists who are often unfamiliar with the DQE-measurement process. Their prime responsibilities include ensuring patient safety and acquiring patient x-ray images, but are sometimes delegated to perform basic periodic testing on x-ray equipment. As a result, most end users have little understanding of the current state of their detector dose efficiency or DQE. This is compounded by the fact that low DQE performance can often be compensated for by increasing patient exposures, contributing to “dose creep”.\textsuperscript{38,14,17}

DQE testing in a clinical setting provides specific challenges that make it difficult to achieve IEC compliance and ensure accurate results.\textsuperscript{19} In this investigation, we examine some of these challenges and the effect they may have on DQE measurements, and describe the performance of an automated DQE-testing instrument evaluated in
a clinical setting.

### 2.2 Theory

With reference to Eq. (2.1.2), DQE results are dependent on the accuracy of several measured quantities, including:

1. Air KERMA $K$ projected to the image plane, free of all scatter including backscatter from the detector. This requires an accurate knowledge of the image plane position (may be concealed by a protective cover or in a wall or table Bucky), chamber-to-image distance (CID), and source-to-image distance (SID) to make an inverse-square correction to the image plane.

2. System MTF, $|T(u)|$, excluding any effects of focal-spot blur (some investigators include focal-spot blur in a measurement of the “effective” DQE$^{8,34}$). This requires ensuring the MTF edge-test device is placed close to the image plane. If the edge is not sufficiently close for the source distance used, penumbral blur, off-focal radiation, and potentially scatter from the beam-hardening filter (eg. 21 mm Al for an RQA-5 spectrum) may affect results.

3. Image Wiener NPS, $W(u)$, normalized by the squared mean pixel value $\bar{d}$ for linear and offset-corrected image data corresponding to $K$. Slight non-linearities in the system response can have a large effect on the DQE and hence linearity should always be validated and image data linearized when necessary.

4. The DQE requires use of a standard spectrum that has a specific nominal HVL as indicated by the IEC 62220-1 document. The recent (2015) IEC update has changed the nominal half-value layer (HVL) of the RQA-5 spectrum from 7.1 to 6.8 mm of Al. In addition, methods for attaining an RQA-5 spectrum have been changed from modifying the kV to changing the amount of added Al filtration to
achieve the standard HVL. Since the DQE depends on the quantum efficiency, it is possible the DQE can vary with different combinations of kV and added filtration while preserving the standard nominal HVL.

In this section we examine the challenges in determining each of these quantities in a clinical setting.

### 2.2.1 Air KERMA in Uncertain Image Plane

In a clinical setting it is generally impractical to remove the detector to measure air KERMA at the detector position, and it is necessary to place the chamber at a known position and implement an inverse-square correction. Air KERMA \( K \) projected to the image plane is given by

\[
K = K_c \left( \frac{d_s - d_c}{d_s} \right)^2 = K_c \left( \frac{a_c}{a} \right)^2 \tag{2.2.1}
\]

where \( K_c \) is the KERMA measured with an air chamber placed a distance \( d_c \) from the image plane and \( d_s \) is the source-image distance. In a clinical setting it may not be possible to know both \( d_s \) and \( d_c \) with sufficient accuracy. Our solution is to note that the inverse-square correction term can also be determined from the ratio \( a_c/a \) as shown in Eq. (2.2.1) where \( a_c \) and \( a \) are pixel spacings measured at the chamber and image planes respectively. Setting \( a \) to the known physical pixel spacing on the detector obtained from the DICOM header and measuring \( a_c \) with a frame containing fiducial markers constructed for the purpose and placed at the chamber position (Fig. 2.3.1) provides a method of determining the image-plane KERMA using Eq. (2.2.1) without requiring specific knowledge of \( d_s \) or \( d_c \). The corresponding uncertainty variance is given by

\[
\sigma_K^2 = \frac{4a^4}{a^4} \sigma_K^2 + 2 \frac{a^2}{a^4} K_c \sigma_{a_c}^2. \tag{2.2.2}
\]
2.2.2 MTF with Increased Edge-plate Distance

The IEC recommends using the slanted-edge method which requires placing an edge-test device on the detector near the image plane. An over-sampled edge profile is obtained from the slanted edge and differentiated to generate the line-spread function. The modulus of the Fourier transform is the MTF, $|T(u)|$.

Placing the edge close to the image plane can be a challenge in a clinical setting, particularly when using a wall or table bucky, often resulting in the edge plate positioned 5 to 7 cm from the image plane. Focal-spot penumbral blur may degrade results depending on the source-image distance, edge-image distance and focal spot size.

For a focal spot profile $f(x')$ where $x'$ indicates position on the source, penumbral blur on the image is described by $f(x)$ where $x = \frac{d_s - d_e}{d_e} x'$ [mm] indicates position in the image plane, $d_e$ is the edge-image distance and $d_s$ is the source-image distance.
Figure 2.2.2: Illustration of blur caused by scatter from the beam-hardening filter as the filter distance $d_f$ is increased.

required by IEC to be 150 cm or greater. The corresponding focal-spot transfer function is $T_f(u)$ where:

$$T_f(u) = \frac{F(u)}{F(0)}$$

and $F(u)$ is the Fourier transform of $f(x)$. The MTF measured with the slanted edge method is expected to scale with $T_f(u)$ and since the NPS is measured from a uniform exposure, it is not affected by focal-spot blur and the DQE is expected to scale with $T_f^2(u)$.

Scatter generated in the beam-hardening filter (eg. 21 mm aluminum for an RQA-5 spectrum) may also be incident on the detector, with an effect similar to off-focal radiation and not easily separated from focal-spot blur. The combined effect of filter scatter and focal spot blur is described by the product $T_s(u)T_f(u)$ which can be measured experimentally using the method described by Nishiki. With the edge placed close to the image plane the slanted edge method gives $T(u)$. With the edge placed far from the image plane it gives $T_s(u)T_f(u)T(u)$. The combined effect of focal
Figure 2.2.3: Illustration of the characteristic curve from a detector with a very slight non-linear response causing the slope of the characteristic curve to vary with detector KERMA. The nominal exposure used to measure the DQE was 2.97 $\mu$Gy. System gain $G$ is equal to the local slope at the nominal exposure.

spot blur and filter scatter, $T_s(u)T_f(u)$, is given by the ratio of the two:

$$T_s(u)T_f(u) = \frac{T_s(u)T_f(u)T(u)}{T(u)}. \quad (2.2.4)$$

The true DQE is a property of the detector in isolation, independent of focal-spot blur or filter scatter. However, the measured DQE is scaled by the square of $T_s(u)T_f(u)$.

### 2.2.3 Image Data Linearity

All Fourier metrics, including MTF and DQE, are valid only with linear image data such that pixel values are propotional to deposited x-ray energy (or detector air KERMA for a given spectral shape), corresponding to a constant slope of the characteristic curve. Non-linear transforms such as a logarithmic response, and even minor non-linearities such as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.3, must be assessed and linearized as required.
The DQE of a non-linear system can be determined using a small-signal approach, giving
\[
DQE_\Delta(u) = \frac{\bar{q} \left| \frac{d}{dq} \right|^2 |T(u)|^2}{W(u)}
\]  
(2.2.5)
and with reference to Eqs. (2.1.1) and (2.2.5), the relative error if not linearized is given by
\[
\frac{DQE(u) - DQE_\Delta(u)}{DQE_\Delta(u)} = \frac{\left| \frac{d}{dq} \right|^2}{\left| \frac{dd}{dq} \right|^2} = \frac{\left| \frac{d}{dq} \right|^2}{\left| \frac{dd}{dq} \right|^2} - 1
\]  
(2.2.6)
where \( \bar{d} = k\bar{q}A \) is the average dark subtracted pixel value, \( k \) is a constant of proportionality and \( A \) is the pixel area.

### 2.2.4 Beam Half Value Layer

The IEC Report 62220-1-1 outlines a standardized method for measuring the DQE for digital radiography to ensure accurate evaluation and comparison of x-ray detector performance. One of the items specified in the IEC protocol is the x-ray beam used to measure DQE. For example, the RQA-5 spectrum is defined by 70 kV tube voltage setting and 21 mm of aluminum (Al) filtration to achieve a half-value layer (HVL) of 6.8 mm of Al.\(^{28,29}\) However, due to potential variations in x-ray tube output across different systems, the kV or Al thickness may have to be modified until the beam HVL (thickness producing 50% exposure transmission) matches the standard value of 6.8 mm. An earlier recommendation\(^2\) of modifying the kV rather than Al thickness was more convenient. However, recent changes to the IEC document now recommends changing the Al thickness instead. In a clinical setting this process may be tedious and relatively slow. We investigated the DQE that results from different combinations of kV and Al thicknesses while sustaining the same HVL of 6.8 mm Al using a CsI digital detector. The quantum efficiency of a detector is given by
\[ \alpha = \frac{\int_{E_m}^{E} \bar{q}(E) \alpha(E) E dE}{\int_{E_m}^{E} \bar{q}(E) E dE} \]  

(2.2.7)

where

\[ \alpha(E) = 1 - e^{-[(\mu_{\text{photo}}(E) + \mu_{\text{coh}}(E))\rho]l} \]  

(2.2.8)

and \( \mu(E) \), \( \rho \) and \( l \) are the x-ray attenuation coefficient, density and thickness of the converter material respectively. For CsI, the fraction of photons absorbed is shown in (with \( \rho = 4.51 \text{ g/cm}^2 \), \( l = 0.1 \text{ cm} \)).

### 2.3 Materials and Methods

#### 2.3.1 Detector Specifications

Our testing facility uses the Xmaru 1215CF-Master Plus CMOS flat panel detector (Xmaru, Rayence Co. Ltd., Seoul Korea). It is a CsI-based detector with an active area of 11.6 cm x 14.5 cm, physical element size of 49.5 \( \mu \text{m} \), and a 2352 x 2944 active matrix.

#### 2.3.2 Image Plane Air KERMA

The ability to determine image-plane KERMA without knowing the image-plane position using Eq. (2.2.1) was validated using a plastic frame containing five fiducial markers on an 8.4×8.4 cm square (Fig. 2.3.1) placed in the chamber plane. The physical distance between markers divided by the average number of pixels between markers in each direction gives the pixel size in the chamber plane. To prevent back scatter radiation from contaminating the measured image plane exposure, the detector was removed and a reference ion chamber was positioned in its place that is 150 cm from the source. Five (5) exposure measurements were acquired and averaged using
Figure 2.3.1: X-ray image of frame containing five fiducial markers on a 8.4×8.4 cm square. Pixel spacing at the frame position is given by the number of pixels between markers divided by physical distance.

72 kV 50 mA 500 msec to determine an average image plane exposure (18.715 µGy). This was repeated at 2 cm, 4 cm, 6 cm, 8 cm, 10 cm and 20 cm from the image plane. Five (5) exposure readings were acquired and averaged at each position. Image plane exposures at each position were calculated using Eq. (2.2.1). The calculated image-plane exposures were compared to the measured image plane exposure determined by the reference ion chamber positioned at 150 cm.

2.3.3 Determining the Focal Spot Profile

The ratio of transfer functions Eq. (2.2.4) determined by the slanted-edge method was obtained by acquiring images of the 2 mm slanted tungsten edge device placed at \( d_e \approx 0 \) and \( d'_e \approx 100 \text{ cm} \) relative to the image plane. Both edge images were dark-subtracted, linearized, open-field normalized and 3x3 binned.

Determining the MTF at Different Distances from the Image Plane

A 2-mm precision tungsten slanted edge positioned at distances 1.3 cm, 2.3 cm, 3.3 cm, 5.3 cm, 7.3 cm, 10.3 cm, and 21.3 cm from the image plane using a 150 cm and 100 cm
Source-to-Image Distance (SID). The slanted edge device was mounted and secured on a sliding stage that was manually moved incrementally at each distance. The distances from the image plane were measured with the side of the edge closest to the detector using a fixed tape measure on the stage. Two (2) open field images were acquired to determine an average open image. Two (2) slanted edge images were acquired at each distance and averaged. Both slanted edge and open field images were dark subtracted, 3x3 binned, and the average slanted edge images were open-field normalized. The MTF was determined by differentiating the oversampled edge spread function using the slanted edge method to obtain the system line spread function, and subsequently performing the Fourier Transform and normalizing by its zero-frequency value.\textsuperscript{32,6}

**Determining the MTF at Different Source Filter Distances (SFD)**

Here we position the RQA-5 filter at distances 16 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, 50 cm and 70 cm from the focal spot using a 100 cm and 150 cm SID. The MTF was determined using the slanted edge device positioned at 1.3 cm and 10.3 cm from the image plane for each SFD. Images were dark subtracted, 3x3 binned, and the average slanted edge images were open-field normalized.

**2.3.4 Linearization**

The DQE was analyzed using a RQA-5 spectrum [21 mm Al, 7.1 mm Al HVL]. Open-field images corresponding with air KERMA values of 0.7542, 1.500, 2.412, 3.034, 3.771 and 4.867 $\mu$Gy were acquired. A plot of pixel value vs. air KERMA was generated to determine the system characteristic response. The inverse conversion function was determined from the system characteristic response and used to linearize
image data. Non-linearized and linearized image data were used to analyze the DQE.

2.3.5 Different Combinations of kV and Al Filtration

We validated our lab system’s ability to produce an RQA-5 spectrum (IEC 62220-1-1 2015, 70 kV, 21 mm of Al, HVL = 6.8 mmAl) by measuring 50.4% attenuation at 6.47 $\mu$Gy. A reference ion chamber was used to measure air KERMA 120 cm from the x-ray source. Fig. 2.3.3 shows the simulated x-ray spectra of the standard RQA-5 spectrum and the four beams with HVL 6.8mm: 65kV with 28 mm of Al, 67kV with 25mm of Al, 72kV with 18.8mm of Al and 76kV with 15.5mm of Al. Different kVs and filtrations that produce beams having the same HVL as a RQA-5 spectrum were also determined experimentally. The following combinations of kV and Al filtration were found to generate a x-ray beam having a HVL of 6.8mm of Al: 65kV with 28mm of Al, 67kV with 25mm of Al, 72kV with 18.8mm of Al, and 76kV with 15.5mm of Al producing 49.8%, 50.3%, 50.3% and 49.9% attenuation respectively (Fig. 2.3.2). These spectra were normalized to have the same total number of quanta. This was set to an equivalent air-kerma of 2.5$\mu$Gy exposure with an RQA-5 beam because that was the air-kerma used to measure DQE.

Figure 2.3.3 shows the simulated photon fluence absorbed in the CsI converter layer from the four different x-ray beams having the same HVL. In this simulation, we calculate the quantum efficiency of the 65kV+28mmAl, 67kV+25mmAl, 72kV+18.8mmAl and 76kV+15.5mmAl beams. The percent difference in their quantum efficiency relative to the IEC defined RQA-5 spectrum were 1.8%, 1.0%, -0.8%, and -2.2% respectively. We expect these beams to have different DQE(0) values with respect to an RQA-5 spectrum. We compared DQE measurements made by DQEPro (DQEInstruments, v. 4.6.1 and v. 5.0.0) using these x-ray beams. Images were dark subtracted and pixels were 3 x 3 binned. The DQE was measured at approximately the same nominal air KERMA of 2.62, 2.69, 3.23, 1.67, and 1.95$\mu$Gy for
65kV+28mmAl, 67kV+25mmAl, RQA5, 72kV+18.8mmAl, and 76kV+15.5mmAl x-ray beams respectively. Figure 2.3.2 is a plot of x-ray tube kV and amount of Al filtration required to produce a x-ray beam with a HVL of 6.8mm of Al. The solid line are simulated values using our lab package XRLib and the points are measured values. At 70kV, the amount of filtration (21mm of Al) matches perfectly with RQA5 as set by our packages. Filter predictions match well with measurements but could be less accurate as tube voltage is changed further from 70kV.

Figure 2.3.2: Aluminum filtration and tube kV settings for a x-ray beam HVL of 6.8mm of Al.
Figure 2.3.3: a.) Comparison of simulated x-ray beams using different combinations of kV and Al to generate a 6.8 mm Al HVL b.) Comparison of simulated photon fluence absorbed in CsI from three x-ray beams.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Focal Spot Profile

Figure 2.4.1: a) System transfer function obtained using the slanted-edge method with the edge placed at 1.3 cm and 101.3 cm from the image plane. b) Focal spot intensity profile as determined with Eq. 2.2.4

The focal spot profile was determined by taking the ratio of the transfer function calculated with the edge images acquired with the edge-device positioned at 101.3 cm
Figure 2.4.2: Plot of image-plane KERMA determined using Eq. (2.2.1) as a function of chamber distance from the image plane (SID = 150 cm). Error bars represent uncertainties $\sigma_K$ determined by Eq. (2.2.2). The orange line shows the measured air KERMA using the ion chamber positioned at 150 cm and 1.3 cm from the image plane (Fig. 2.4.1). The focal spot profile was determined to have a width of approximately 0.4 mm as shown in Fig. 2.4.1.

### 2.4.2 Image Plane Air KERMA Validation Using Fiducial Markers

Figure 2.4.2 shows measured air KERMA values as a function of device-to-image distance for a SID of 150 cm. Figure 2.4.2 shows consistent image plane exposure measurements calculated when the device is positioned up to 20 cm from the image plane. The calculated image plane air KERMA measurements for 2 cm, 4 cm, 6 cm, 8 cm, 10 cm and 20 cm were 18.750 $\mu$Gy, 18.750$\mu$Gy, 18.759$\mu$Gy, 18.759$\mu$Gy, 18.724$\mu$Gy, 18.724$\mu$Gy [std = 0.022, 0.021, 0.021, 0.024, 0.056, 0.050] respectively.

### 2.4.3 Varying Distance of the MTF Edge from the Image Plane

Figure 2.4.3 shows the MTF degrading at higher frequencies as the edge distance is positioned farther away from the image plane. The degree of MTF degradation is
Figure 2.4.3: a.) MTF plot at different distances using a 150 cm SID, b.) MTF plot at different distances using a 100 cm SID.

the same for distances up to 10.3 cm, while the MTF falls more drastically when the edge is placed at 21.3 cm using a SID of 150 cm. The degradation of the MTF is more pronounced using a SID of 100 cm compared to a SID of 150 cm. The MTF starts degrading with the edge placed at 10.3 cm using a 100 cm SID because the effects of focal spot blurring increases as SID decreases. No observable differences is appreciated between edge placement distances of 1.3 cm and 7.3 cm using both 100 cm and 150 cm SID. The relative error across frequencies in the MTF with the edge placed at 2.3 cm, 3.3 cm, 5.3 cm, 7.3 cm were predominantly within 5%, with random fluctuations exceeding this error at higher frequencies when using an SID of 150 cm. The relative error in the MTF with the edge placed at 10.3 cm were within 5% at lower frequencies, while the relative error exceeded 5% at frequencies beyond 2 cycles/mm when using an SID of 150 cm. The relative error in the MTF with the edge positioned at 21.3 cm exceeded 5% predominantly across all spatial frequencies. Similar patterns were observed when using an SID of 100 cm.
2.4.4 Varying Distance of the Beam Hardening Filter from the Focal Spot

Figure 2.4.4 and Figure 2.4.5 show the MTF is preserved when the edge is positioned closest to the image plane (1.3 cm) while changing the distance of the RQA-filter relative to the focal spot. A low frequency drop in the MTF is observed when the edge is positioned at 10.3 cm from the image plane using an SID of 150 cm with the beam hardening Al filter positioned 70 cm from the focal spot (Fig 2.4.4b). Using a 100 cm SID shows a low frequency drop in the MTF when the beam hardening Al filter is positioned at 50 cm only when the edge is positioned 10.3 cm from the image plane (Fig 2.4.5d). A low frequency drop in the MTF is observed with the edge is positioned at 1.3 cm and 10.3 cm from the image plane when using a 100 cm SID and 70 cm SFD (Fig 2.4.5c and d).

MTF Evaluated with a 150 cm SID

Figure 2.4.4: a.) MTF plot with the edge placed 13 mm from the image plane using a 150 cm SID while changing the SFD, b.) MTF plot with the edge placed at 103 mm from the image plane using a 150 cm SID.
MTF Evaluated with a 100 cm SID

Figure 2.4.5: c.) MTF plot with edge placed at 13 mm from the image plane using a 100 cm SID, and d.) MTF plot with edge placed at 103 mm from the image plane using a 100 cm SID.

2.4.5 Different Combinations of kV and Al with the same HVL

Figure 2.4.6: a.) Comparison of DQE curves acquired with different x-ray beams having the same HVL=6.8 mm of Al but different kV and filtration. These DQEs were measured on the same detector with the same nominal air KERMA. b.) Ratio of DQE of the four spectra relative to the standard RQA-5 spectrum.

Figure 2.4.6a shows DQE curves for the five x-ray beams with 6.8 mm Al HVL. DQE at low frequencies for beams 65kV+28mmAl, 67kV+25mmAl, RQA5, 72kV+18.8mmAl,
and 76kV+15.5mm Al are 0.698, 0.696, 0.677, 0.646, and 0.628 corresponding to percent differences of +5.74%, +2.98%, -1.24%, -4.11% respectively. These results are similar and follow the same trend as theoretical predictions. We do not observe any frequency-dependent changes between different x-ray beams (Fig. 2.4.6b).

2.4.6 Linearized vs. Nonlinearized Image Data

There is an observed difference in the DQE due to non-linearity. The difference in the low frequency DQE appears greater between the nonlinearized and linearized image data compared to the high frequency DQE (Fig. 2.4.7). The average relative error in the DQE across all spatial frequencies between linearized and non-linearized image data is 17.1% [std = 1.06].

![Figure 2.4.7: Comparison of DQE results using linearized vs. non-linearized image data.](image)

2.5 Discussion

The calculated image plane air KERMA was determined within 2% accuracy by the device relative to the reference ion chamber. However, calculated image plane air KERMA with the device positioned at 10 cm and 20 cm from the image plane demonstrated greater standard deviation compared to measurements at 2 cm, 4 cm,
6 cm, and 8 cm. This observed greater standard deviation at 10 cm and 20 cm may be attributed to minor lateral offsets of the ion chamber due to geometric factors when moving the device closer to the source considering that the x-ray beam has a fixed collimation for our detector at a distance of 150 cm.

The calculated MTF was determined using clinically relevant SIDs of 100 cm and 150 cm. The edge positioned between distances 2.3 cm to 7.3 cm revealed stable MTF measurements relative to the MTF calculated at 1.3 cm with the relative error falling within 5%. A relative error exceeding 5% was observed with the edge placed at 10.3 cm from the image plane only at spatial frequencies beyond 2 cycles/mm. The degradation of the MTF was substantially observed with the edge positioned at 21.3 cm owing to the effects of focal spot penumbral blur.

Effects of scattered radiation from the beam modifying filter are most prominent when using a 100 cm SID and the edge plate positioned at 10.3 cm from the image plane. The MTF measurement is reproducible when the SFD is less than 30 cm using both 100 cm and 150 cm SID. Most, if not all, clinical x-ray systems will allow for positioning of the beam-modifying filter to be less than 30 cm SFD. Since the effects of scatter from the filter are more emphasized using a 100 cm SID, ensuring that the SFD is within 30 cm will be important for table bucky procedures because a SID of 150 cm is typically not achievable in this orientation.

Measurements of DQE using different x-ray beams with the same HVL as RQA-5 differed by as much as 5% across all spatial frequencies. An error in the DQE of this magnitude or more may result in a clinical setting if, 1) the beam kV is varied by 5keV or more, and 2) beam filtration is varied by 7mm of Al or more. These changes in beam settings to follow IEC defined HVL should be minimized and kept as close as possible to standard conditions for consistent DQE. Differences in DQE was observed to be independent of spatial frequency and indicates a different quantum efficiency measured for each beam. From Eqn. 2, DQE is calculated using
the number of x-ray quanta per unit area per unit KERMA \([Q_o]\), which depends on the x-ray beam parameteres. Therefore, differences in \(Q_o\) values for different x-ray beams could account for measured DQE differences.

Linearization of image data is a fundamental requirement to ensure calculation of accurate DQE results. Figure 2.4.7 shows a substantial inflation of the DQE (~17%) when images are not linearized. While this is specific to a detector response with a slightly non-linear characteristic response as shown in Figure 2.2.3, it is possible that detectors that have different characteristic responses will either over- or underestimate the detector DQE if not linearized correctly.

### 2.6 Conclusion

A comprehensive approach to identifying potential errors in measuring the DQE in the clinical environment is determined. These include:

1.) The image plane air KERMA was determined without exact knowledge of the position of the image plane. It is shown that the image plane air KERMA can be determined within 2% accuracy between distances 2 cm to 20 cm of the image plane. The robustness of this method ensures that the correct image plane air KERMA is measured independent of device-to-image plane distance.

2.) The MTF can be measured within 5% error using the slanted edge method within 10 cm of the image plane. It is recommended that the slanted edge device be positioned as close to the front face of the detector cover as possible. In the case where the edge device is ~10 cm or more from the image plane, greater than 5% error in the MTF measurement at higher frequencies should be expected owing to the effects of focal spot blur. This is likely to appear when evaluating fixed table bucky detectors because of the increased distance between the image plane and the table surface compounded with limited SID. In this circumstance, we suggest using
the maximum allowable SID by the x-ray system, which typically falls somewhere between 100 cm and 150 cm depending on specific x-ray system set-up for a given x-ray room, to minimize penumbral blur contributions in the MTF measurement.

3.) Positioning of the RQA-5 filter relative to the focal spot does not affect the MTF unless the SFD is at least half the distance of the SID or greater (Fig. 2.4.4 and Fig. 2.4.5). Scatter contributions from the RQA-5 filter in the MTF measurement are most prominent with the edge device positioned 10.3 cm from the image plane. Since most clinical x-ray tubes allow for an SFD of less than 30 cm, the MTF can be measured with confidence despite variations in x-ray tube designs. In the circumstance where the SFD may be greater than 30 cm, the experimenter must ensure that the SFD is less than half the SID used to measure the DQE, and that the edge device be positioned as close to the image plane as possible.

4.) Use of kV settings +/-3 keV and Al filtration that is +/-4 mm relative to the standard RQA-5 spectrum is shown to not significantly affect the DQE measurement. The important criteria remains that the HVL must be at 6.8 mm of Al. We cannot make any conclusions whether modifying the kV or added Al filtration itself to achieve the standard x-ray beam HVL is more effective because we could not change either variable independently while sustaining the same HVL given the limitations of our x-ray tube kVp settings. It is important to note that there is flexibility in using different combinations of kV (+/-5 kEV) and Al filtration (+/-7 mm) that may be necessary given variations in x-ray tube output across different x-ray systems without exceeding an error of 5% in the resulting DQE measurement.

5.) Linearizing the characteristic response of the detector is essential to achieve an accurate DQE measurement in clinical settings. While the relative error in the DQE using a detector with a slightly non-linear response overestimated the DQE by ~17%, it is important to note that systems with different characteristic responses (i.e logarithmic transforms) may either under- or overestimate the DQE. Therefore,
access to the non-processed or raw image data sets should be made available by the manufacturer to the clinical user in order to ensure accurate and efficient DQE measurements.

In conclusion, this work gives light to the clinical end-user who may not be familiar with the DQE-measurement process to accurately measure the DQE of clinical x-ray detectors. This promotes use of the DQE as a primary metric for quality assurance and control practices in the clinical environment.
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Chapter 3

Conclusions and Future Directions
3.1 Overview and Research Questions

This thesis aims to address and reduce the experimental burden of measuring the DQE in the clinical environment. This is crucial because there continues to exist a wide variation in x-ray detector performance, and the DQE could be used for quality control and assurance purposes to ensure all patients are receiving the health benefits of high quality images while using low exposures.

3.2 Summary and Conclusions

We have shown that practical limitations in a clinical setting can affect DQE measurements. These include: 1) Determining the image plane exposure without knowing the image plane position; 2) Determining the MTF with the edge positioned at a substantial distance from the image plane due to the detector protective cover; 3) Determining the MTF with the spectrum-modifying filter positioned at a substantial distance from the source due to differences in x-ray tube cover designs; 4) Fine tuning the x-ray beam by changing aluminum and kV combinations while sustaining a 6.8mm Al HVL; and 5) Ensuring linear image data sets.

1.) We show that the image plane exposure can be determined by our fiducial marker method without having exact knowledge of the image plane location. This is particularly important in evaluating the DQE in the clinical setting because the image plane is often enclosed within a protective cover that varies across different manufacturers.

2.) The presence of the detector cover also affects the measurement of the MTF because it means the slanted-edge device cannot be positioned immediately adjacent to the image plane. We identified the limiting distance to which the slanted-edge device should be positioned before penumbral blur effects begin to degrade the MTF for two clinically relevant SIDs. This aims to notify the novice clinical end user to
ensure the relative distance between the DQE-measuring device to the image plane is appropriate.

3.) The inherent inability to position the edge immediately against the image plane in the clinical environment, compounded with the varying x-ray tube designs by different manufacturers may vary the SFD and contribute to inaccuracies of the MTF measurement because scatter radiation from the beam-modifying filter could be detected behind the slanted-edge device. We showed that the SFD must be less than at least one-half of the SID to measure the MTF without influence of scattered radiation from the beam modifying filter. Ultimately, this ensures that the end-user can measure the MTF accurately despite variations in x-ray tube protective cover designs across different systems.

4.) A standard RQA-5 spectrum with specifically defined combinations of kV and Al filtration that has a 6.8 mm Al HVL is mandated by the IEC to ensure accurate DQE measurements. Variations of x-ray tube outputs may require fine tuning of the kV parameters. However, recent changes to the IEC 62220-1 document stated that the amount of Al filtration be adjusted rather than the kV to fine tune the x-ray beam in order to achieve a 6.8 mm Al HVL. We showed that the DQE can be measured within 5% error given minimal changes to both the kV and Al filtration. This helps give confidence to clinical environments that may not have additional supplies of Al to follow the pre-defined standards of the IEC document in measuring the DQE using different kV and Al combinations. Despite the flexibility in using different combinations of kV and Al filtration without compromising the DQE measurement, sustaining an HVL of 6.8 mm Al remains to be the most important criteria for measuring the DQE using a RQA-5 spectrum, and that the IEC 62220-1 standard be followed accordingly.

5.) Linearization of images are fundamentally needed to ensure accurate DQE results. We showed that measuring the DQE without linearization of images could
inflate the DQE by close to 20%. These effects can mislead the clinical end user in postulating that their detector dose efficiency is significantly better than what it truly is. Consequently, patients may be receiving higher radiation exposures or low quality x-ray images.

We have identified the basic challenges that may arise when measuring the DQE in the clinical environment; and validated that the automated method can be used to alleviate experimental burden on the clinical end user. In summary, we have quantified these limitations and showed that acceptable results can be obtained with guidelines specified in Chapter 2.

3.3 Limitations

While this work addressed limitations that currently exists in measuring the DQE in the clinical environment, there are other challenges that make it harder to promote use of the DQE for quality control and quality assurance purposes.

3.3.1 Manufacturer Specific Image Processing

Proprietary manufacturer specific image processing schemes alters the images acquired for a DQE analysis. Non-linear and adaptive image processing will cause the DQE measurement to fail using the current method. Access to unprocessed or raw image data is necessary for measuring the DQE because they are devoid of manufacturer specific non-linear image processing schemes. Despite the current state of the DQE-measurement process failing because of non-linear image processing, it has been suggested that a small signal method can potentially by-pass non-linear and adaptive processing while ensuring accurate DQE measurements. This suggests that measuring the DQE of x-ray detector systems with non-linear or adaptive processing image data could be linearizable through the small signal approach to measure the
3.3.2 Extraction of Images

Some systems do not allow access of image data that are devoid of manufacturer specific processing unless a technical representative is present for routine maintenance of x-ray systems through QA mode. A way to by-pass this problem and gain access to the images is to export the images through PACS. However, it must be made sure that the images are merely not screen shots of the images acquired from the control station. Screen shots of images from the control station do not preserve the dynamic range of the images. These images are not indicative of the true detector system response. It is possible to coordinate with technical staff who monitor the PACS system to gain access to image data for a DQE analysis. While this may work well for large clinical settings who have dedicated technical support, smaller clinics may find this more inconvenient. Altogether, accessing images through PACS is a possibility but may inconvenient users who do not have direct access to their PACS system.

3.3.3 Length of Time for Analysis

Performing routine maintenance on all x-ray systems is an integral part of ensuring patients are safe from overexposures. However, it is also crucial that all x-ray systems are available for use. Measuring the DQE accurately without having specific expertise or experience requires careful methodology to ensure accurate results. The automated device alleviates much of the experimental burden on the user by ensuring all moving parts and components are positioned adequately for the entire DQE measurement process. Clinical facilities will need to temporarily shut down an x-ray room to conduct an analysis, similar to current routine maintenance procedures. This can result in even longer wait times for patients who need x-ray imaging services, especially for...
facilities with high patient throughput. While the DQE measurement process using the current automated method can be completed within 15 to 20 minutes for every detector, an updated version of an automated DQE-testing instrument is currently being developed to shorten this analysis time to approximately 5-10 minutes per detector system. We believe this will encourage widespread use of the DQE in clinical environments to ensure optimal detector performance without making x-ray rooms unavailable for a significant portion of time.

### 3.4 Future Directions

#### 3.4.1 NEQ, DQE and the Exposure Index

Noise equivalent quanta (NEQ) expresses image quality on an absolute scale that is independent of specific system parameters given by\(^6\):

\[
\text{NEQ}(\bar{q}, u) = \frac{|\bar{q}T(u)|^2}{\text{NPS}(u)} \tag{3.4.1}
\]

where \(\bar{q}\) is the average incident number of quanta, \(T(u)\) is the system transfer function and \(\text{NPS}(u)\) is the noise power spectrum that quantified image noise. It gives the number of Poisson-distributed quanta that would produce the same SNR given an ideal detector. An image with a greater NEQ corresponds to lower image noise.\(^6\) It is related to the DQE by:

\[
\text{DQE}(u) = \frac{\text{NEQ}(u)}{\bar{q}} \tag{3.4.2}
\]

The exposure index is currently being used as a standard for determining the optimal exposures used for specific x-ray imaging procedures as a way to indirectly
Figure 3.4.1: Illustration of DQE as a potential standardized metric used in combination with NEQ and EI to quantitatively sustain the balance between image quality and exposure.

determine patient exposures. However, a current limitation to using the EI effectively in clinical environments exists because manufacturers define it differently. Since the DQE is a fundamental metric that characterizes the dose efficiency of all x-ray detectors, relating the DQE with the EI to establish a new standard indicator that would be grounded by fundamental principles accounting for both image quality and exposure has the potential to more effectively describe x-ray detector performance. It will also provide clinical end users a more comprehensive understanding of how modifications of exposures affect image quality. In principle, the DQE could complete this proper safeguarding of ensuring high quality images for low patient exposures (Fig. 3.4.1).

3.4.2 DQE and Technique Charts

Identifying the fundamental limitations of x-ray detectors will help distinguish their capabilities in performing specific x-ray procedures. The DQE can be used as a quantitative tool to strategically optimize technical factors used in clinical environments.
Many investigations are already studying the possibility of reducing exposures for specific radiographic procedures that include chest radiography, skeletal studies, and mammography because the medical imaging community is realizing the superiority of CR and DR systems in their dose efficiency without sacrificing the diagnostic quality of images.\textsuperscript{2,7,12,9} Furthermore, the DQE can be used to dedicate x-ray detector systems for radiographic-specific procedures. For example, patients requiring fine resolution imaging for the purposes of identifying microcalcifications or chest nodules should be taken in a radiographic suite with a detector that has high DQE. Patients who do not require fine resolution imaging like scoliosis studies or orthopedic follow-up exams can use systems that may not have high enough DQE, but still provides the health benefits of the procedure. This will allow for testing of systems under the same conditions they are used on a frequent basis.

### 3.4.3 Cloud-Based Analysis of DQE

Currently, the DQE analysis is conducted immediately after the acquisition of images for every x-ray detector evaluated. Opportunities for implementing remote analysis of the DQE could help centralization of monitoring centre-specific x-ray detector performance. This will help with careful maintenance and on-going tracking of x-ray system performance across all clinical centres.

### 3.4.4 DQE Survey of Digital Detectors

The Ministry of Health and Long Term Care provides x-ray inspection services. Medical x-ray facilities will need to gain approval from The Ministry of Health and Long Term Care prior to being able to use an x-ray system. Establishing a survey of digital x-ray detectors could help x-ray inspection processes for expediting approval of new x-ray systems, replacement and/or upgrade of older models by establishing a centralized catalogue of x-ray detector performance in terms of the DQE. This provides
the inspector additional information to make a more well-informed decision of the
dose efficiency of digital x-ray detectors. Furthermore, this can be used as a way to
determine how the DQE degrades over time. It gives a way of ensuring x-ray sys-
tems are not used if they are deteriorating or cannot serve their purpose by providing
diagnostic quality images without exposing the patient to higher radiation exposures.

3.5 Implications of Research

Providing the instrumentation to measure the DQE clinically allows facilities to have a
quantitative and evidence-based metric to determine the dose efficiency of their detec-
tors. Immediate benefits of the instrument include providing evidence-based quality
assurance practices that ensures on-going optimal detector performance, pioneering
of the first DQE-survey to determine the current state of x-ray digital detectors in
south-western Ontario, and improved awareness of the DQE and its implications
among clinicians and technologists. The ultimate goal of a quality assurance pro-
gram is to ensure accurate and timely diagnosis and treatment while minimizing dose
deposited to both the patient and staff.\(^1\) In Canada, quality assurance guidelines
for x-ray imaging systems and facilities are primarily governed by Health Canada
through the Safety Code 35.\(^3\) This federal document outlines x-ray equipment and
facility requirements that are needed to be fulfilled before being cleared for clinical
use. Section C Chapter 2.1 Table 10 in the SC35 document outlines the criteria to be
assessed for image receptor performance evaluations. It includes dynamic range, con-
trast detectability, modulation transfer function, noise and many others. While there
certainly is not an explicit description of the DQE in this federal document, all factors
contributing to this performance metric already exists. Therefore, all that is needed
is to provide the means to combine all mandated criteria needed to determine the
DQE. This is provided by our DQE-testing instrument. Further improvements to the
instrument will allow for a cloud-based approach to archive a library of DQE-results of all participating facilities who use digital x-ray detectors. This will help identify the current state of x-ray digital detectors in south-western Ontario, and will serve as the first initiative to promote widespread adoption of using the DQE in clinics to identify x-ray detector performance across Canada.


[10] J Anthony Seibert and Richard L Morin. The standardized exposure index for digital radiography: an opportunity for optimization of radiation dose to the pediatric population. *Pediatric radiology*, 41(5):573, 2011. Standardized EI: Figure of different EI defined When actual EI and Target EI are equal, then DI is = 0.
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